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NEW QUESTION: 1
A manufacturer of men's dress socks sought to increase profits
by increasing sales. The size of its customer pool was
remaining steady, with the average customer buying twelve pairs
of dress socks per year. The company's plan was to increase the
number of promotional discount-sale periods to one every six
months.
Which of the following, if it is a realistic possibility, casts
the most serious doubt on the viability of the company's plan?
A. Inventory stocks of merchandise ready for sale would be high
preceding the increase in the number of discount-sale periods.
B. The cost of the manufacturer's raw materials would remain
steady, and its customers would have more disposable income.
C. New manufacturing capacity would not be required if the
company were to increase the number of pairs of socks sold.
D. New styles and colors would increase customers'
consciousness of fashion in dress socks, but the customers'
requirements for older styles and colors would not be reduced.
E. The manufacturer's competitors would match its discounts
during sale periods, and its customers would learn to wait for

those times to make their purchases.
Answer: E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
In a 3-frame HPE Synergy environment, how should an integrator
place the image Streamer modules to allow for redundancy to all
of the management connections?
A. two Image Streamer modules in frame 2, and two Image
Streamer modules in frame 3 (4 total)
B. one Image Streamer module in frame 2, and a second Image
Streamer Module in frame 3 (2 total)
C. two Image Streamer modules in frame 1 (2 total)
D. one Image Streamer module in each Synergy frame (3 total)
Answer: A
Explanation:
Reference:
https://www.karma-group.ru/upload/iblock/2be/synergy_image_stre
amer.pdf (page 7)
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Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which two options are reasons for using traffic classification?
(Choose two.)
A. to use the classification to route traffic
B. to use the classification to discard malformed packets
C. to use the classification to provide the configured service
level
D. to use the classification to reorder packets from various
sources
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
Classification entails using a traffic descriptor to categorize
a packet within a specific group to define that packet and make
it accessible for QoS handling on the network. Using packet
classification, you can partition network traffic into multiple
priority levels or classes of service.
References:
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/ios/12_2/qos/configuratio
n/guide/fqos_c/qcfclass.pdf
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